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REQUIREMENTS
Human beings SAY that they want certain conditions to be 

present for both themselves and their species as whole, 
such as happiness, health, peace, freedom, prosperity, etc. 
However, specific REQUIREMENTS exist in order for 
human beings to obtain those conditions. People insist on 

remaining IGNORANT of these requirements, thus 
TRUE REQUIREMENTS for obtaining those conditions 
are NOT met and the BELIEF in Unnatural Law allows 
people to assume it is NOT their RESPONSIBILITY and 
that those conditions will manifest automatically by itself or 

by others by “law”, without their own personal WORK



THE ROLE OF
KNOWLEDGE

Since human beings, as a species, do not already have the things they say 
they want, while FOLLOWING the “law”, it follows that they naturally 
COMPLAIN and Embrace SERVITUDE, in asking for PERMISSION 
to “reform bad laws” to get what they want. This involves having the 

NEGATIVE KNOWLEDGE of Unnatural Law given the 
presumption that it is the “answer.” Being as this always has failed and 
resulted in CHAOS via Slavery (Tyranny) and Democide, having the 
KNOWLEDGE of the TRUE REQUIREMENTS to obtaining the 

things people want either must be ABSENT, or if present, that 
Knowledge must be willfully being IGNORED. As long as such 
KNOWLEDGE continues to remain unknown or ignored, the 
manifestation of the desired conditions will be IMPOSSIBLE 



OCCULT KNOWLEDGE
Occult Knowledge Represents 

Hidden Knowledge. The BELIEF 
Of Unnatural Law is within 

and due to the IGNORANCE 
of the masses, where therein it is 
due to the fact they lack Occult 

Knowledge of Human 
CONSCIOUSNESS and 

Natural Law which governs the 
consequences of human 

behavior, thus embracing to 
maintain their darkness below

Hidden Knowledge (Light)
Held By The Few

Ignorance Of The Masses

HIDDEN KNOWLEDGE



OCCULT KNOWLEDGE
Unnatural Law is so commonly 

embraced because it has been 
deliberately PROPAGATED in 

order to create a POWER 
DIFFERENTIAL between those 
who do the propagating and have 
the KNOWLEDGE, and those 
who are propagated upon and 
remain IGNORANT of the 

propagation as well as the Occult 
KNOWLEDGE of Natural Law 
REQUIRED to free themselves 

from the propagation

Hidden Knowledge (Light)
Held By The Few

Ignorance Of The Masses

HIDDEN KNOWLEDGE



OCCULT KNOWLEDGE
The BELIEF in Unnatural Law 

and its operations constitutes 
THE MOST DANGEROUS 

SUPERSTITION ON 
EARTH, which the Powers That 
Be rely on in maintaining within 
the MINDS of the People of 
Earth at all costs, because it's 

what maintains the “high ground” 
of dominative power and allows 
the very existence in the Systems 

of Control created by man

Hidden Knowledge (Light)
Held By The Few

Ignorance Of The Masses

HIDDEN KNOWLEDGE



MAIN STEPS TO
PROBLEM UN-SOLVING

1. Recognize there is NOT a problem when there is. Manifest 
Fear and DENIAL of the problem backed by punishment, 
allowing little to no chance or courage to face the 
problem, fear or denial

2. Focus on the symptoms, if to face any problem and feel like 
you are in a position of change. Allow the “experts” to 
make a DIAGNOSIS for your own problems. Do this all 
with no question as to the root cause or greater effect.

3. Through IGNORANCE and NEGATIVE 
KNOWLEDGE, don’t worry about what may seem to be 
a REQUIRED ACTION and leave it up to what you are 
told to do or what others say they must do for you



UN-TRUTH
According To The Nature Of 

Following Unnatural Law, TRUTH 
Is SUBJECTIVE, meaning it IS 

based on the Perceptions of human 
beings (which is capable of wavering). 
Truth according to this definition is 
whatever we arbitrarily decide it is, 

for ourselves, regardless of that 
which has occurred in the past or 

that which is occurring in the 
present. With this SOLIPSISM In 

Un-Truth, Perception doesn’t seek to 
align to TRUTH



UNNATURAL LAW
- Definitions -

UNNATURAL:
Non-Inherent; having little to no basis in Nature, 
Reality and Truth; made or caused by humankind; 
not “natural”; at variance with moral standards

LAW:
An existing condition which is binding and

Immutable (cannot be changed)



UNNATURAL LAW
- Working Definition -

Non-universal, non-binding, non-immutable 
conditions created by mankind, that govern with 

violence, the lives of others, providing consequences, 
according to the whim of legislators. Unnatural 

law is the constitution of Man’s law, which acts as 
the primary expression of Archonism. 

Unnatural law may also be understood in the face of 
understanding what is Natural Law, which it seeks to 

replace.



DISBELIEF IS...
Human BELIEF is completely RELEVANT when it 

comes to the existence and operation of Unnatural Law, 
just as it is relevant to any form of man’s “law” or 

government to be of physical existence. In this phenomena 
of ILLUSION, the workings of Unnatural Law require 
belief in order for them to be discovered and known. 
If you don’t BELIEVE something Perceived to exist, your 
disbelief is irrelevant and ridiculed to those who Perceive 

it does; and if you don’t believe, punishment and the 
“majority” will make you “know” (believe)

IRRELEVANT



UNCONSCIOUSNESS
The inability of a being to recognize 

patterns and meaning with respect to 
events taking place, both within oneself 

and in the realm in which the self 
operates. This condition may be brought 
upon through violence or other forms of 
desensitization or the lack of awareness



THE HUMAN BRAIN
Brain health plays a critical role in human behavior, so it is 

extremely important for human beings to become familiar with 
the brain's basic structure and function if they CARE to be 

healthy. Three main complexes comprise the human brain: the 
R-Complex (Reptilian Brain) which facilitates basic 

SURVIVAL functions, the Limbic System (Mammalian  Brain) 
which facilitates human EMOTION, and the Neocortex 

(Human Brain) which facilitates higher thought functions and 
Conscience. It is important for Unnatural Law, that people 

are kept at Low-CONSCIOUSNESS, Low-Chakra, 
SURVIVAL and EMOTION Based MINDSETS, so to stay 

in BELIEF and IGNORANCE by way of NEGATIVE 
KNOWLEDGE, punishment and distraction



THE HUMAN BRAIN
The Neocortex of the brain has two hemispheres. The Left Brain 

Hemisphere largely facilitates logical and scientific thought, while the 
Right Brain Hemisphere largely facilitates creativity and 

compassion. When both hemispheres are in balance, the Neocortex 
acts in its proper role as the executive command center of the human 

brain, and true Intelligence (Intellect + Creativity) is born

Individuals who are left-brain imbalanced, tend to seek control 
over others with Unnatural Law, as the R-Complex takes over. 

Individuals who are right-brain imbalanced, tend to seek to be 
controlled by others with Unnatural Law, as the Limbic system takes 

over. Imbalances will cause mind-control either way as the mind 
becomes limited in thought

Chaotic Free-Will + Unnatural Law = Un-Truth



HUMAN DENATURE
According To Unnatural Law, Human Nature is inherently 

(naturally) evil or there are people that will always do evil, and 
so it is necessary to continue to use Unnatural Law (the claim 

that nature is wrong or must be perfected by man). 
In reality, Human Nature is neither naturally good nor naturally 

bad, as we should consider the OPERATING 
CONDITIONS, or the environment in which human beings 
exist, which influences behavior to a great extent, thus creating 

the current HUMAN CONDITION. Human Beings, by 
nature, are programmable, and the use of Unnatural Law 

actively seeks to program Human Beings, bending the will of 
nature toward either dehumanizing or denaturing them 

(impairing or changing nature); it is the claim to BE GOD



HUMAN DENATURE



HOW UN-REALITY IS BUILT
Manifested Chaos

A world based In The LATER NEGATIVE and DIVISIVE NATURAL LAW 
EXPRESSION (Positive and Multiplicative Unnatural Law)

Un-Orderly And Dangerous Behavior
Individual behavior based in EARLY NEGATIVE and DIVISIVE NATURAL LAW 

EXPRESSION (Positive and Multiplicative Unnatural Law)

Lack Of Understanding To Make Decisions
You, the ORDER-FOLLOWER, Depends on the “order-giver” who claims to have the 
ability (“right”) and KNOWLEDGE necessary for the desired reality proposed to you. 

You must comply to this by threat of violence, as your own decisions will be based on the 
information you received and are “permitted” to do by Unnatural Law

Unavailable, Ignored Or Wrong Information
Ex. The BELIEF In The NEGATIVE KNOWLEDGE Of Unnatural Law Propagated 

Onto An Individual; UNCONSCIOUSNESS, UN-TRUTH. Opposing Information Is 
Deliberately Shut Off (Censored) And Kept Away From Public Presence



INTERPRETIVE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF

UNNATURAL LAW
The Principle Of Occultism

Keep Empowering Knowledge Away For Self-Power, Maintain The Centralized Hierarchy
The Principle Of Sorcery

Hegelianism, Forget Or Suppress Natural Law Or Cause And Effect, Predisposition
The Principle Of Subjectivism

Create Subjects/Victims; Forget Or Suppress Objective Truth Or Morality Or Natural Law
The Principle Of Social Darwinism

Those In Power Deserve To Be There, Social Survival Of The Fittest
The Principle Of Self-Determination

Ego; Advance Your Own Power And Influence Regardless Of Anyone Else
The Principle Of Eugenicism

You May Change One’s Nature As You Wish For Utopian Ideals (Ex. Modifying Genes)
The Principle Of Undoing

You Shall Inverse Everything In Nature, Un-Do Anything Nature Created As It’s Imperfect
Degenerative: The Principle Of Uncaring

There Is No Need To Care, It Hurts And Is A Burden, Let “Evil” Prosper



THE 8th PRINCIPLE
The “ENCOUNTER” Principle, is the dynamic of 
UNCARING. What we care about on a day-to-day 
basis acts as the driving force of our thoughts and 

actions. Therefore, Uncaring can be seen as the 
ultimate Degenerator of the quality of our 

experience. This Principle has been often been 
referred to as the Degenerative Principle. The 
word generative is derived from the Latin verb 

genere, which means "to create." What we care 
enough about to put our will behind is ultimately 

what gets created in our world. The world is the way 
that it is because most people are uncaring (even if 

they SAY they want things to be different) to change 
it through their own actions, and are thus leaving it 

up to those who do claim to care but for themselves 
or through their “vision” through their Unnatural 
Law, which people also do not care to question or 
change, with these “laws” also uncaring for those 

who oppose it’s conditions.



PLANE OF EFFECTS
Unnatural Law relies in the Plane Of Effects. This is due to the fact these “laws” 
are created in response to real-world problems, to be enforced by threat of 

VIOLENCE onto everyone. Since these “laws” are by nature, creating further 
problems (due to violating Natural Law), symptom-management through the Plane 

Of Effects continues. The Plane Of Effects or the focus on the Physical World is 
where manifested realities have formed due to their underlying causes. The Plane 
of Effects constitutes that which has already occurred. As such, no power to 

affect change lies here, because that which has already occurred cannot 
un-occur; it has become That Which Is (Truth). This is despite what we BELIEVE 
can be “solved” (or un-occur) with Unnatural Law, as it presumes to take place of 
Truth in becoming what Is (“law”). Human Consciousness seems to be "trapped" 
upon the Plane Of Effects, meaning that humanity, as a whole, remains ignorant 
of the underlying causes (of the Plane Of Causality or the MENTAL World) 
which they themselves set into motion and which lead to self-inflicted suffering in 
their lives, whether it be of the problem that Unnatural Law is trying to “solve” or 

the problem Unnatural Law created itself. By utilizing Unnatural Law and 
remaining in the Plane Of Effects, we continue to un-solve.



THE TWO
SPIRITUAL CURRENCIES

There are two "Spiritual Currencies": Time and Attention. This 
analogy can be seen very readily in the sayings "Spending Time" and 
"Paying Attention." Whatever information or endeavors we put our 

time and attention toward, we end up getting something in return for 
that investment. This return could come in the form of knowledge, 
understanding, skills, expertise, and empowerment, if we invest our 
Spiritual Currencies wisely. Most people in the modern world are 

UNCARING to make a quality investment, which would be placing 
it upon information that is capable of improving both ourselves and 

the human condition as a whole; such an effort would also constitute 
a valuable investment of our Time. People do not often ask 

themselves 'What am I spending my Time on?", 'What am I 
paying attention to?", and most importantly 'What kind of 

quality am I getting in return for these investments of my 
Spiritual Currency?" People will instead invest their Spiritual 

Currency and BELIEF in political rituals thereof Unnatural Law in 
the Plane Of Effects or distractions within their own life, rather than 

directly addressing the real problems which includes the lack of 
quality investment in Spiritual Currency.



“I AM THE LAW”
You get what Unnatural Law does to you and without question

You do what Unnatural Law tells you to do and without question
Unnatural Law is the OPPOSITE, OPPOSING of the following...



EXPRESSIONS
Natural Law Expressions Are Inverse For That Of Unnatural Law. This Means For 

Example, That A Positive Natural Law Expression Is A Negative Unnatural Law Expression. 
You May Use APOPHASIS. The Following Chart Is Showing Natural Law Expressions.

Unnatural Law Is Sustained And Grown Out Of FEAR And IMBALANCE, 
Otherwise Known As UNCONSCIOUSNESS And That Which Seeks To 
Create It. Manifested “Man’s Law” Is Equivalent To Manifested Unnatural Law. 



IMMORALITY

A lack of understanding in objective MORALITY and a culture 
embraced in MORAL RELATIVISM (subjective Morality), constitutes 
IMMORALITY, the lack of distinction between Right and Wrong 

behavior, the maintenance and growth of Unnatural Law



Anything “In Harmony” with Natural Law is in Opposition To Unnatural Law 
Likewise, anything “In Opposition” to Natural Law is in Harmony To Unnatural Law
IMMORALITY constitutes that a WRONG behavior may have JUSTIFICATION

Unnatural Law constitutes that the distinction between right and wrong is UNKNOWING
and thus Morality is Subjective, based upon BELIEF, so that we can decide what Morality is and call it “law.” 
This Unnatural Law “legality” then constitutes the ONLY Morality (Without Knowledge Of Natural Law). 

This means that if you “break the law” according to Unnatural Law, you have committed a WRONG 
behavior, and many people who don’t “break the law” according to Unnatural Law could be committing 
WRONG behavior according to Natural Law without KNOWING. Natural Law Objective Morality 

requires KNOWLEDGE, Unnatural Law Subjective Morality requires NEGATIVE KNOWLEDGE or 
PROPAGATION, BANDWAGON and JUSTIFICATION

Unnatural Law Thus Claims To Be Above Morality, Above Natural Law



UNNATURAL LAW
TRANSGRESSIONS

The ONLY Transgression (“Wrong” Behavior) to Unnatural Law is to 
Learn, Teach or Exercise Natural Law or to NOT Learn, Teach or 

Exercise Unnatural Law. This is the primary reason why government 
schools are teaching obedience as virtue. Every Unnatural Law 

Transgression constitutes a form of expanding CONSCIOUSNESS 
or expressing SOVEREIGNTY

Unnatural Law, being the opposite of Natural Law or any “law” that 
isn’t a Natural Law, always constitutes a form of THEFT, where some 
form of PROPERTY is always being stolen and a VICTIM is created

Life is a form of Property
Rights are a form of Property

Freedom is a form of Property



THE MOST 
DANGEROUS “RIGHT”
Since Unnatural Law does not consider Morality or embraces its superiority over 

Morality, it claims to have the “right” to take actions that would otherwise be 
“wrong.” In particular, it claims that there is a such thing as "the delegation of a 
Wrong." In other words, if a specific action is NOT a Right for any individual 

under Natural Law, then that action CAN be "delegated," "granted," or 
"licensed" to any other individual or group, and magically called a "right” under 

Unnatural Law. That action forever remains a “right” under Unnatural Law as 
long as Unnatural Law is seen to be legitimate in the minds of the masses. 

Under Unnatural Law, as in the form of “Democracy”, if enough people BELIEVE 
a Wrong to be a Right, then that Wrong IS a Right, and people will follow because 

others are following or else punishment, as it is among the Plane of Effects. In 
Summary, under Unnatural Law, it is possible (regardless of Morality) to create 

and delegate “rights” which do not exist under Natural Law, or to take away 
“rights” which do not exist under Natural Law



IGNORING RIGHTS
TAXATION is the claim that a group of people who call themselves "government" 
have been given the "right" by Unnatural Law to confiscate an arbitrarily-chosen 

percentage of the product of another individual's labor (a form of Property), whether 
or not the other agrees to share that product voluntarily. Taxation is enforced by the 

threat of violence (behavior resulting in bodily harm) or imprisonment (the taking 
away of physical freedom of movement), if those from whom the product is being 

seized attempt to resist the confiscation. This practice is always "justified" ("made into 
a right") by those who support Unnatural Law and claim that such a practice is 
necessary and required to "uphold the common good." If we define Slavery as the 

involuntary confiscation of 100% of the product of the labor of another human being, 
we can clearly see that there is no magical percentage to which we could lower this 

number (other than 0%) that would no longer constitute Slavery. If we are being 
honest with ourselves, Taxation is merely a euphemism for Theft, Violence and Slavery, 
the practices upon which it is actually based. Since no individual anywhere on Earth 

has the Natural Law "right" to claim ownership of the product of another person’s 
labor, such behavior can never be "delegated" to a group, and called a "right." 

Therefore, all forms of Taxation are always “RIGHT” according to Unnatural Law



IGNORING RIGHTS
PROHIBITION is the claim that a group of people who call themselves 

"government" have been given the "right" by Unnatural Law to prevent others 
from putting any given substance into their own bodies, and if those others refuse 

to comply with those terms, they will be fined or imprisoned. It should be 
self-evident that if an individual's body is actually their own property, then that 

individual always maintains the Natural Law Right to decide what will or will not 
be put into their own property, their body. Understanding this, we can easily see 
that the claim of the "right" by Unnatural Law to command what will or will 
not be put into the body of another person amounts to a claim of ownership 
upon the other person's body. The claim of ownership upon another person's 

body is called Slavery. Therefore, Prohibition is merely a euphemism for Slavery, 
backed by Violence, regardless of the justifications made by those who support 

Unnatural Law and claim such practices are "necessary for the common good." 
Since no individual anywhere on Earth has the Natural Law "right" to claim the 
ownership of another person's body, such behavior tan never be "delegated" to a 
group, and called a "right" Therefore, all forms of Prohibition are always “RIGHT” 

according to Unnatural Law



IGNORING RIGHTS
LICENSES & PERMITS are claims that a group of people who call themselves "government" 
have been given the "right" by Unnatural Law to prevent others from exercising specific 
behaviors (even if such behaviors cause no harm to others or their property), unless those 

others petition (beg) or pay the government (Unnatural Law) for permission to be 
allowed to exercise those behaviors. This Unnatural Law claims that Rights are merely 

"privileges" that may be granted or taken away by government, based upon their preference 
or discretion. Remembering that the definition of a Natural Law Right is "any action 
which does not cause harm to another living being or their property," there is no such 

thing as the "right" to stop someone from exercising a Right, since Rights cause no harm. 
The claim over the Natural Law Rights of another person is called Slavery. Even more so, 
it is the claim to be God, the claim that the Rights of others flow from you or Unnatural 
Law. Therefore, Licensing & Permits are merely other euphemisms for Slavery, regardless 

of the justifications made by those who support Unnatural Law and claim such practices 
are "necessary for the common good." Since no individual anywhere on Earth has the 

Natural Law "right" to claim ownership of another person's Rights, such behavior can 
never be "delegated" to a group, and called "right.” Therefore all forms of Licensing & 

Permits are always “RIGHT” according to Unnatural Law





MIGHT IS “RIGHT”
Under Unnatural Law, there is ONLY VIOLENCE. There is no distinction made with 
FORCE, and therefore, there is no distinction made between self-defense and aggression. 
Every regime utilizing Unnatural Law in history, in order to keep CONTROL, creates 

this dynamic, and thus will prevent the public (subjects, slaves) from the Natural Law 
right to bear arms so that the State of Unnatural Law is the ONLY ones able to use 
arms, utilizing it against their own populace, using VIOLENCE for compliance. The only 

time the public is allowed to bear arms is when they are given PERMISSION by 
Unnatural Law or in the VIOLENCE-BASED WARS (in direct action and in creating 

“troops” that must “serve” for some “greater good”) created under Unnatural Law 
meant to create and keep GOVERNMENT in it’s dominating nature. In order for 
Natural Law to rise above Unnatural Law, the public must utilize FORCE against 

VIOLENCE, and therefore the public must defend themselves against anyone claiming to 
be or acting on behalf of Unnatural Law (Government)



NO PRINCIPLES
Under Unnatural Law, there is no 

Principles, there are only “laws.” The left pillar 
of the self-defense principle doesn’t exist, 
because Unnatural Law determines if it 
applies or not, undermining Natural Law. 
Therefore, Unnatural Law may claim and 
will claim to keep and grow control, that 

sentient beings have NO inherent Right 
to use Force to defend themselves from 

Violence conducted upon them by 
another. The right pillar of the 

non-aggression principle doesn’t exist, 
because Unnatural Law by its nature, 

commits VIOLENCE to those who disobey 
it’s orders and decrees. Therefore, 

Unnatural Law will claim to keep and grow 
control, that they (the Government and 
its “enforcers” and “army”) have the 

“right” to engage in Violence



WHY is this our current condition?

The main reason our species continues to experience a systemic and 
growing loss of Freedom and Truth is because we have become 

UNCARING and UNCONSCIOUS and collectively do not deeply 
understand Natural Law OWNERSHIP, and we continue to 

commit and condone THEFT through Unnatural Law



Unnatural Law can be essentially reduced to a
Single Behavior:

STEAL



EXERCISE OF
IGNORANCE

This is the FREE WILL CHOICE, even if ORDER-FOLLOWING, to NOT choose Right 
Action over Wrong Action, as the KNOWLEDGE of the objective difference between Right 
and Wrong according to Natural Law is NOT present because it is willfully being ignored. 

Since the Knowledge is not present and Conscience in Latin, con-sciere means “to know 
together”, referring to Common Sense, there can NOT be an exercise of CONSCIENCE or 
Common Sense in the presence of exercising IGNORANCE. Therefore, the IGNORANCE in 

FOLLOWING (BELIEVING) Unnatural Law, as it relies on such, is the lack of 
CONSCIENCE in KNOWING Natural Law



“LAW” OF SLAVERY
Order and Slavery are 
directly proportional

As Slavery Increases, Order Increases
As Slavery Declines, Order Declines

Another way of stating this Unnatural Law would be to say that the 
presence of Order and Slavery in the lives of the people of any given 

society is inversely proportional to the presence of Chaos and Freedom 
in that society. Every Government uses the “Law” Of Slavery because of the 

Fear of the possibility of Chaos that comes with Freedom and because 
Morality is never questioned as it is Believed to be Subjective



Natural Law Harmonization is Inversely Proportional to the 
Compliance with Unnatural Law. Man’s Law is Unnatural Law



Simple “If / Then” Logic
If a particular Unnatural Law is in Harmony with Natural Law, then it 
follows logically that it is redundant, since it is stating a Truth that is 

inherent, pre-existing and self-evident, it isn’t Unnatural Law
Therefore it is both irrelevant and unnecessary

If a particular Unnatural Law is in Opposition to Natural Law, then it 
follows logically that it is both False (Incorrect) and Immoral 

(Harmful), or in other words, WRONG according to Natural Law 
Therefore it can not be legitimately binding upon anyone

If Unnatural Law is ALWAYS irrelevant and unnecessary or cannot 
be legitimately binding upon anyone, why is it FOLLOWED?
Due to Negative Natural Law Expression, otherwise known as 

the lack of Harmonization with Natural Law



INEQUALITY
Under Unnatural Law

EVERYONE has DIFFERENT Rights depending on the Whim of 
Legislators. Those who are appointed in “authority” positions of 
Government have more Rights than their subjects. Rights are 
created by humanity, and therefore are NOT the birth-right of 

humanity, gifted to us by the Creator of the Universe, by this logic. 
Human beings who call themselves Government or belong in the 
place of “Authority” are capable of "granting" “Rights” to others, 

including themselves, and are capable of "revoking" “Rights” from 
others, excluding themselves. Those who presume to rule, 

BELIEVE they belong there as having the MORAL RIGHT to 
rule, whereas those who obey, BELIEVE they belong there as 

their MORAL OBLIGATION to obey; however, those who obey 
cannot do what those who “rule”, do to them



GOVERNMENT
Unnatural Law is the constitution of Man’s Law

Unnatural Law is the primary expression of Archonism
Unnatural Law is the CREATION of Government

From the Latin verb gubernare: "to control,"
and the Latin noun mens: "mind"

MIND

CONTROL



SLAVERY
Mind Control is Mental Slavery

Slavery: OWNERSHIP over other people, who must obey their “owner”
Mental Slavery: Unquestionable Self-Induced Servitude, Maintains Physical Slavery



SLAVERY
Mind Control is Mental Slavery

Slavery: OWNERSHIP over other people, who must obey their “owner”
Mental Slavery: Unquestionable Self-Induced Servitude, Maintains Physical Slavery



SLAVERY
“Limited” Government (Mind Control) is Limited Slavery



“AUTHORITY”
The belief in the legitimacy of "Authority" 
is the belief in the legitimacy of SLAVERY

“Authority" is the idea of the MIND that Man can become God
and, through "jurisdiction," (juris-dictere “to say what the law is”) 
dictate the Law. When this is accepted as a MINDSET, through 

the illusioned BELIEF in Unnatural Law, one becomes 
MENTALLY ENSLAVED in the RELIGION of STATISM

RELIGION, from the Latin verb 
religare: “to tie back, to hold back” 

is a MINDSET of CONTROL 
based in unchallenged, dogmatic 
BELIEF which holds back the 

progress of CONSCIOUSNESS





DIVISION
Divisive Natural Law Expression

Divide and Conquer on ALL of NATURE

Made Possible With The Help Of The Hegelian Dialectic...
Problem, React, Solution

Thesis, Antithesis, Synthesis



It is NOT Natural for anyone to be a Slave
It is NOT Natural for anyone to BE THE LAW

It IS Natural to be FREE and to be SOVEREIGN

It has never been about wars in Nature,
this is a WAR on (for) Nature



THE ONLY DIVIDE
It is NOT Natural Law versus Unnatural Law
It is NOT the “Ruler” versus the “Subjects”

It IS Nature versus Denaturing (the becoming Unnatural)
Why? Humankind is affecting Nature(s) the most

Nature(s) include ourselves and all that we perceive to exist
How? Through Law (Science) and Morality (Rights, Health)

STATISM is affecting our Nature the most
If we are Denaturing, so we will Denature

We use and allow Unnatural Law due to STATISM

Therefore, the ONLY one true divide, is between an individual 
engaging in STATISM, or the BELIEF in “AUTHORITY”, 

versus an individual who is NOT



STATISM
STATISM is the belief that there is such a 

thing as "Authority" vested in certain 
human beings, magically giving them the 
"right to rule" over other people. This 
"Authority" means that certain people, 
who we call "Government," have the 

"moral right" to issue commands to those 
whom they rule (those under their 

"jurisdiction"), and that their "subjects" 
(slaves) have a "moral obligation" to obey 
the arbitrary dictates ("laws") set by their 
Masters. Most simply put, Statism is the 
belief in the legitimacy of SLAVERY, of 

Man’s Law or Unnatural Law and in Man 
Being God, also known as Archonism

STATISM is expressed through FOLLOWING ORDERS, among Negative Natural Law 
Expression of Fear, Ignorance, Confusion and Chaos, Unconsciousness, the “Law” of Slavery, 
Immorality, Inequality, Division, having No Principles, creating Violence and Justification, Moral 

Relativism, the Plane of Effects, Denaturing, Brain Imbalance (Mind Control), Occultism, the Lack 
of Responsibility, Negative Knowledge, Self-Loathing and the Death of Imagination



STATISM



STATISM



ANARCHISM

From Greek an-archon: "without; the absence of' "master; ruler" Anarchy does 
NOT mean "without rules." It literally means "without rulers; without masters." 
Anarchy is the state of existence (the real “state”, reality) where because there are 

no Slaves (as they have freed themselves), there can be no Masters. It is where 
Unnatural Law doesn’t exist and Natural Law is embraced because it’s 

KNOWLEDGE is in circulation by the mass public without FEAR. Therefore, 
Anarchy means the absence of Slavery, or in other words, FREEDOM



QUESTIONS
The following five questions help individuals escape Unnatural Law

These questions also help you know if you are an “Anarchist”, and in rather better words 
for conversation with others, a “Natural Sovereign Human Being”

1) Is there any means by which any number of individuals can delegate to someone else 
the moral right to do something which none of the individuals have the moral right to do 

themselves? 
2) Do those who wield political power (presidents, legislators, etc.) have the moral right 

to do things which other people do not have the moral right to do? If so, from whom 
and how did they acquire such a right? 

3) Is there any process (e.g., constitutions, elections, legislation) by which human beings 
can transform an immoral act into a moral act (without changing the act itself)? 

4) When “law”-makers and law-enforcers use coercion and force in the name of law and 
government, do they bear the same responsibility for their actions that any-one else 

would who did the same thing on his own? 
5) When there is a conflict between an individual's own moral conscience, and the 
commands of a political authority, is the individual morally obligated to do what he 

personally views as wrong in order to "obey the law"? 



CHAOS
 The Negative Natural Law Expression Manifestation is CHAOS, or Manifested 
Evil. Chaos is the exact opposite of what we SAY we want, however those duped 

into BELIEVING in Unnatural Law will create ACTS which they may NOT want 
or they have been tricked into wanting, and so they are allowed. Chaos results when 
this is present and there is Imbalance and Injustice due to the ignorance of Truth 

and the knowledge of behavior in opposition (or a violation) to Natural Law. 
Chaos NATURALLY teaches us what NOT to do under Natural Law, whereas 
Unnatural Law UNNATURALLY teaches us what we are ALLOWED to do, in 
the sense that we must ALWAYS be given permission. As by the “Law” of Slavery, 

Unnatural Law teaches that Chaos and Freedom are directly proportional, 
therefore the Control and Slavery of Unnatural Law is about the limitation of 

Free-Will through the destruction of possibility. True Freedom includes Infinite 
Possibility, which, by definition, includes the natural possibility of Chaos. This 

possibility must be naturally embraced without Fear if we are to be truly Free. 
Therefore, Chaos grows when Unnatural Law grows, or when Natural Law is less 

harmonized, or when Negative Natural Law Expression continues to grow. Anarchy 
by definition, is NOT Chaos



 Slavery includes Controlled Possibility, which by definition, includes 
the guarantee of violence for compliance. This guarantee must be 

embraced with Fear if we are to be truly Slaves



IMAGINATION
 The powerful mental ability to envision a different state of change than the 
one currently manifested. Mind Control through Brain Imbalance and the 

BELIEF in Unnatural Law stifles or destroys the CREATIVE Imagination 
through Human Denaturing because the FEAR of the POSSIBILITY of 

CHAOS that comes naturally with Freedom under Natural Law, would 
then also constitute the Death of Imagination to imagine and create a world 

of Freedom. This would make it so that change becomes impossible to 
imagine, and therefore change becomes impossible to create



IMAGINATION



REAL CHAOS
 The Fear of the possibility of Chaos

IS the Fear of the possibility of True Freedom

Through their Fear of the possibility of Chaos (True Freedom), most people 
advocate the legitimacy and continuance of "Authority" and Government, thus 

participating in Statism and Unnatural Law, advocating the legitimacy and 
continuance of VIOLENCE and SLAVERY. This becomes the occult expression of 

many individuals, since they are either ignorant of their compliance or they don’t 
understand the true effects to their actions. This means that those who believe that 
"Authority" and Unnatural Law is necessary (Statism) and that it must continue, 
have actually been duped into BELIEVING that human SLAVERY is necessary 
and must continue in order to prevent Chaos as the Unnatural “Law” of Slavery 

states. In reality, crimes committed by the name of Government and for “Authority” 
is ALWAYS more than anything the general public is even capable of doing

Violence and Slavery CAN NOT prevent Chaos
Violence and Slavery ARE Chaos



With Natural Law, there is NO NEED for Unnatural Law
With Unnatural Law, there is NEED for Natural Law

There can ONLY be Natural Law, as it is TRUTHFUL (REAL)
There shall NEVER be Unnatural Law, as it is DECEITFUL

Authority IS NOT Truth
Truth IS Authority



ORDER-FOLLOWERS
 Following Orders means doing what you are told to do by Unnatural Law, 

without judging for yourself whether or not the action you are being ordered to 
carry out by Unnatural Law is Right or Wrong by Natural Law. If an individual 
is following orders, that individual CAN NOT be exercising Conscience, since, 

by definition, exercising Conscience means that one is willfully choosing for 
themselves Right Action over Wrong Action. If an individual is following orders, 

that individual is ALWAYS exercising Ignorance, since, by definition, exercising 
Ignorance means that one is willfully ignoring the knowledge of Right and 

Wrong according to thyself and their current understanding of Natural Law, in 
order to do what the order-giver told them to do without question. The exercise 

of Ignorance for order-following also constitutes ignoring the fact they bear the 
RESPONSIBILITY and MORAL CULPABILITY to act. If you just so happen to 

be following-orders while exercising Conscience, then you are NOT exercising 
Ignorance, however most people will claim that they are exercising Conscience 

when they are following orders, but then that would NOT constitute 
“following-orders”, it would ONLY constitute exercising Conscience



ORDER-FOLLOWERS
 Under Unnatural Law, "I was just following orders" is ALWAYS a valid excuse or 

"justification" (jus-facere: To Create A Right) for immoral and criminal behavior (defined 
by Natural Law). Unnatural Law itself is a justification for what it bears itself as 

opposed to Natural Law, claiming to be THE Law, and therefore, what would be a crime 
by Natural Law, would be an “honorful service” by Unnatural Law. This creates an 

attempt to abdicate personal RESPONSIBILITY and it is ALWAYS ACCEPTED as 
a valid excuse for such behavior by any “Authority” and Government which actively 

wants it’s populace following-orders. The result of “following orders” is Democide and 
self-mental-enslavement. Democide is the leading cause of UNNATURAL death, 
as it is the result of Unnatural Law. Death by government occurs in even more ways 

uncounted indirectly due to how it affects culture, social etc.



THE COPING LIE

According to Unnatural Law, as long as it’s FOLLOWED, the ORDER-FOLLOWER never 
bears MORE Moral Culpability (deserving of blame, at fault) than the order-giver, because 

everyone is presumed to be under obligated “control” by the order-giver, and therefore 
dependence is created that the order-giver gives the “right” orders and is the “right” order-giver. 
This very logic excuses the ability to “vote” or put in or out, different “order-givers” to somehow 

make everything “right.” It is seen that ORDER-FOLLOWING is the pathway to virtue and 
MORALITY, for “peace and security”. It claims the “threat” to the current regime or any 

presumingly “great nation” is disobedience. This coping lie against the painful truth, maintains the 
focus on having rulers as being legitimate, as it is the primary form of STATISM, regardless actually 

of what the “rulers” do because violence and slavery continues with the very nature of such a 
system where the will of one individual is being actively pushed upon another



THE COPING LIE
No matter how many people, it could be 99% in agreeing with something, but if 1% disagrees, it still 

should NOT be pushed upon them against their will, as by knowing Natural Law and how 
Majority Rule or other methods will always fail itself. In truth, there shall be NO “orders” to follow. 

It matters what we do, not “them”, for who are “they” to be any different or super-human? We 
grant that difference to them by our BELIEF in Statism. By Natural Law, the order-follower 
(dependent on all of us if we partake in Statism) always bears MORE Moral Culpability, as 

order-followers have ultimately been personally responsible and morally culpable for every form of 
Slavery and every single Totalitarian regime that has ever existed upon the face of the Earth. Blaming 

thyself is why it is a painful truth, as it is much easier to make a coping lie



NO RESPONSE
The BELIEF in Unnatural Law via STATISM allows an environment where an individual has 
little to no personal ability to respond to incoming threats, as they have no Principles such as the 
self-defense principle and have convinced themselves that others can do it for them, presuming 

others have the ability that they don’t have. In reality, everyone has this ability and it is called 
RESPONSIBILITY, the ability to respond. With HUMAN DENATURING, this ability can 

become harder for people, and therefore having Man’s “law enforcement” maintain control over the 
populace, becomes easier. If an individual voluntarily wants protection services, that is normal under 

Natural Law, but it is still ultimately their Personal Responsibility to have those services and 
defend their own body. One can only CLAIM that they are "abdicating" Personal Responsibility for 

such choice to someone else; it can never ACTUALLY be done, in Reality, as an individual IS 
always responsible for their own actions



NO RESPONSE

In the involuntary Unnatural Law world of Man’s “law” enforcement, Personal Responsibility is 
undermined, as a world is increasingly created where those with special badges or uniforms are 
the only ones allowed to be responsible for everyone else, since Personal Responsibility is ever 
being given away to “authority”. In such a world, an individual's Personal Responsibility to choose 
Right Action over Wrong Action or exercise Conscience for themselves is ALWAYS GIVEN 

AWAY. This is where one may engage in the Coping Lie with exercising Ignorance, in saying that an 
individual is NOT always responsible for their own actions, that Natural Law Rights such 
as the Right to self-defense can be given away, to just wait for “them” to handle problems and that 

Self-Loathing and feeling inadequate (self-denaturing) is in any-way justifiable



THE FOLLOWING WORD
The FOLLOWING WORD is what 

follows anytime an “order-giver” gives an 
order, as it is the response the 

order-follower gives to that order. It 
constitutes a state of consciousness which is 

abundant in the majority of growingly 
UNCONSCIOUS human beings. In order 

to speak the “Following Word”, a human 
being must be an ORDER-FOLLOWER, 
achieving BRAIN IMBALANCE in order 

to create a mental state of WILLING 
MIND-CONTROL. In such a state of 

CONSCIOUSNESS, the being has come 
to know it’s “Ruler”, as well as their role and 
place among Unnatural Law, and in doing 
so, has come to embrace IMMORALITY, 

whether intentional or not. 



THE FOLLOWING WORD
In the low state of Consciousness generated through the 

Ignorance of Natural Law and Blind Belief of Unnatural 
Law, a human being will speak the "Following Word," 

which is "YES." YES is the word of 
ORDER-FOLLOWING. Only when we say YES to 

those who would claim to be our owners, those who claim 
that it is they who will decide which Rights we have or do 

not have, do we ALLOW externalizing our Power to 
anyone outside of ourselves and, in doing so, BELIEVE 
and thus attempt to make possible that we can give away 

ALL of our Rights. Anytime an order-giver creates an 
order, the word YES without question or without 

attempting to saying NO, may bring upon circumstances 
where one will engage in the Coping Lie and create REAL 
CHAOS. Sadly, many, many people in our world have the 

IGNORANCE, UNCARING, and FEAR that is 
required to do this. This is why this self-enslaving Word is 
considered "Following”, it is because one is not leading 

themself and they are following the Word (command) of 
their “master.” Those who don’t KNOW, won’t say NO, 

they will blindly say YES. Those in control will say NO that 
you cannot defy them, and that’s the only time when one 

must say “YES I WILL” (will-power). 



SHIFT HAPPENS?
A Quantum (amount) Shift in Human Consciousness is 

not required for Humanity to become Free of its 
self-imposed state of Slavery according to Unnatural 

Law because it teaches that Slavery should be 
embraced and not called Slavery, or that Freedom is 
already with them when it isn’t, or that “Safety” by 

“Authority” figures is more important than Freedom. 
Therefore, people believe this Great Change is an 

automatic process, which Unnatural Law will handle 
for them. This is unnatural, because it is natural for 
humans to “be the change” for themselves and use the 

knowledge of Natural Law to make it possible. 
Whether or not the natural change will occur is a 

function of the human Will to learn the Truth and teach 
it to others. Unnatural change would persist in 

aggregated laziness, distraction and giving up. Any  mass 
change requires numbers of peoples’ behaviors

MAYBE… MAYBE NOT



THE ONE AGENDA 
TO-COUNTER

Those who actively promote the One Agenda To-Counter are those who are 
promoting Statism or “Authority” or Unnatural Law, sometimes referred to as 
promoting Globalism or the “Elite” or the “Establishment.” This agenda is opposed 
to the True (One) Great Work or the One Unifying Counter-Agenda in knowing 
Natural Law and/or the nature of Unnatural Law and sharing it with others. 
Both agendas, based on the only divide, rely on the MINDS of the masses for 

which agenda will succeed, or what work (actions) will be performed



LAW & ACTION
The 

COURAGEOUS 
Action Required 

By Law To 
Harmonize With 
Law & Change 

The World
An Interpretive Presentation By
Cory Edmund Endrulat

Based On Natural Law & Unnatural Law



THE ONE UNIFYING
COUNTER AGENDA

Those who actively promote the One Unifying Counter-Agenda or the True (One) Great 
Work are those who are promoting Human Nature, Natural Law and the growingly 
evident message as mission that can be referred to as “Nature Is The Answer” in a 
movement to amplify individual actions. An individual must work upon themselves first, 
ideally before moving on. This agenda is opposed to the One Agenda To-Counter in 

ignoring Natural Law and/or the nature of Unnatural Law and maintaining Statism. Both 
agendas, based on the only divide, rely on the MINDS of the masses for which agenda will 

succeed, or what work (actions) will be performed



UNITY
Multiplicative Natural Law Expression

Knowledge and Consciousness for ALL of NATURE

Made Possible With The Help Of Focal Relevant Ideas...
Rooted, Grounded, Systematic
Presence, Courage, Guidance



THE ROAD TO SUCCESS
There exists a growing need by REQUIREMENT for a movement to exist on behalf of 

the idea of Natural Law and all those who desire True Freedom. It helps represent 
Natural Change, and it’s aggregated path to success is rather simple, as it should be
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THE ROAD TO SUCCESS
There exists a growing need by REQUIREMENT for a movement to exist on behalf of 

the idea of Natural Law and all those who desire True Freedom. It helps represent 
Natural Change, and it’s aggregated path to success is rather simple, as it should be



THE ROAD TO SUCCESS
Your Movement, Nature Is The Answer, to change minds to change the world
Those who care, you will attract, and so will they. Truth rises above naturally



ACTION
The Following Can Help Individuals Escape Unnatural Law

This is of the One Counter Agenda and the One Great Work
This is strictly a process of self-realization FIRST before others
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ACTION
The Following Can Help Individuals Escape Unnatural Law

This is of the One Counter Agenda and the One Great Work
This is strictly a process of self-realization FIRST before others



SKILLS
Conversation Abilities

Organization
Presentation

Graphic Design
Audio
Video

Web Sites
Networking

Marketing & Promotion
Events

Interviews
Rallies

Resources: Flyers, Infographics, Signs, Stands, 
Creative Art-Forms, Shirts, Flags, Business-Cards

nita.one/share & nita.one/resources



EXAMPLES
Naturally Lead By Example (And Be Featured)… nita.one/journal



FORTITUDE
STRENGTH is a Major Arcana Tarot 
card, and is numbered either XI or VIII, 

depending on the deck. Historically it was 
called Fortitude. It accompanies two of 
the other cardinal virtues in the Major 

Arcana: Temperance and JUSTICE 
(Natural Law). This Fortitude constitutes 
Power, energy (force), action, courage, 
magnanimity; also complete success and 

honours. The opposite of Fortitude is 
despotism, abuse of power, weakness, 
discord, sometimes even disgrace. We are 
to remain strong in the roots, keeping to 
the roots, for Moral Strength by Nature



NATURAL LEADERSHIP



PROBLEMS WITHIN
One will face many challenges when challenging their own belief system or other’s belief 
systems. This is the real “battle”, it is against the inner demons created by Unnatural 
Law and in creating Unnatural Law. This includes Egos hardened into NEGATIVE 

KNOWLEDGE as it is the illusion of true KNOWLEDGE, Emotional MIND 
CONTROL where one cannot come to reality with their senses no matter how 

unpleasant, and the FEAR of True Freedom which comes from a lack of responsibility, 
self-loathing due to a lack of self-respect and abandonment issues. Teaching Natural 
Law isn’t often enough for one to break away from Unnatural Law, as it requires 

CARE, CONSCIOUSNESS and many different reality checks for learning.
Will one allow democide and tyranny, to get hurt by experience before awareness?

If no other will speak the truth or commit to transmit ACTION, who will?

Do YOU have the mental and physical FORTITUDE?



SERVICE TO DECEIT
If one doesn’t CARE enough to learn the Truth and have 
the COURAGE to act on behalf of the Truth, remaining 

consistent and continuous, by allowing evil-doing, they 
maintain a Service To Deceit. The Minor Arcana tarot 

card of the Ten of Swords represents destruction, being 
pinned down by a multitude of things or situations. The 

person lying on the ground, defeated and bleeding, may also 
represent a feeling of hopelessness and being trapped by 

emotions or mental anguish, since swords represent strife 
and the mind. Dark clouds hovering above the person 
signify despair and a bleak situation. It also represents 

betrayal or deceit by another person. There is hope in spite 
of the situation as the golden sky in the distance suggests 
that the current situation is bad, and things will improve. 
The card indicates a troubling situation that will continue 
for a significant amount of time. The card suggests that an 

individual should not despair in difficult times, to avoid 
ruining future prospects for success.

REX LEX



ORDER & CHAOS
Just like CHAOS, when in the event of an 

“APOCALYPSE” (apo-calyptein), it reveals 
(de-occults) what must be shown, in the case 

of Democide or Tyranny, the nature of 
Unnatural Law and what Natural Law 
intends by its nature to restore ORDER. 
One must learn and speak an APOLOGY 

(apo-logos: “to give back - the word”), 
creating and maintaining Order with their 

actions aligned to Natural Law by listening to 
Nature’s word (logos from lego from legis, 
lex: “law”). Nature is the rightful owner of 

Law, therefore the apology is toward Nature 
after following Unnatural Law and no longer 

saying the Following Word “YES” to Evil



YOUR CHOICE

OR

Die by the Swords
Unnatural Law

Hold the Sword
Natural Law
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